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Attention Ms Lashta Haidari, Senior Assessment Officer
Re DA 2017/1274 - Waterbrook and Bayview Gold Club
On Monday last my client Ms Sandra Murdock delivered by hand a hard copy of her submission on
the above matter. Her submission was prepared by me on her behalf. Yesterday we discovered that
page 3 was missing. Today I am delivering by hand a fresh copy of the submission with the missing
page included in its correct position.
I regret any inconvenience this unexpected error rnight have caused. Further to this, 1 aw aware that
Ms Murdock's submission has already been loaded on line. Such being the case, we request that the
version I am delivering today, with page 3 intact, be loaded on the DA site with a title such as
MURDOCK (AMENDED) SUBMISSION.

Signed:

On behalf of Ms S. Murdock, 1/19 Annam Road, Bayview.

James Colman

B. Arch; Dip.TP M.Sc.Soc. FPIA FAIA MISOCARP

CONSULTING SERVICES IN URBAN AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
2 Delta Rd, Lane Cove, NSW Australia 2066

ABN 19260445749

ph: (61) (2) 9420 4688; 9427 1741 fax: (61) (2) 9427 1726 email: james.coiman@bigpond.com
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DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION 2017/1274
Waterbrook Bayview Pty Ltd
10 February 2018
Submitted by Ms Sandra Murdock, 1/19 Annam Road Bayview

INTRODUCTION - BACKGROUND - PURPOSE OF THE SUBMISSION
This submission to the Northern Beaches Council has been prepared by James Colman, FAIA FPIA
on behalf of Ms Sandra Murdoch of 1/19 Annam Road Bayview. Its purpose is to bring to the
attention of the Council the serious concerns held by Ms Murdock over the current proposal by
Waterbrook Bayview Pty Ltd to develop a seniors' housing complex within the Bayview Golf Club
lands adjoining her property. The proposal has been detailed in Development Application
2017/1274 which was lodged with the Council on 19 December 2017 and is currently on public
exhibition.
Preparation of the submission which follows involved inspecting the site on foot from the northern
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boundary and from Cabbage Tree Road; inspection of the voluminous DA file (including the large
scale A l drawings at the Council offices in Mona Vale; desk research and detailed reading of on-line
documents; and review ofall relevant planning instruments including the Northern Beaches Local
Environmental Plan and Development Control Plan .
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Ms Murdock is aware of the fact that in May 2016Uhe Council strongly urged the Department of
Planning and Environment (DoPE) to refuse the original Waterbrook application for a Certificate of
Site Compatibility. She understands that a second application involving some design changes led to
the issue of a CSC by the Department on 27 March 2017. She further understands that although the
Council is obliged to assess the proposal under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979, the actual consent function will be exercised in due course by the Sydney North Planning
Panel. As will be seen, her strong submission is that despite the changes between the first and
second CSC applications, the subject proposal remains an inappropriate use of golf course land and

^ Letter from Pittwater Council (Meiinda Hewitt) to DoPE (Adam Tanner)

should be refused unconditionally. Her expectation is that this submission - i n its totality - will in
due course be put before the Sydney North Planning Panel before it commences its deliberations.
2.

SUMMARY: KEY ISSUES OF CONCERN

The matters presented in summary form below are discussed in detail in the later sections ofthis
submission.
i.

The project fails the public interesttest.

ii.

The subject proposal is non-compliant with key objectives and strategies of the Draft
Greater Sydney Region Plan 2017 (Greater Sydney Commission)

iii.

The subject proposal is inconsistent with Planning Priorities N16/17and 19 in the Revised
Draft North District Plan (GSC)

IV.

The proposal does not comply with the draft Greener Places Policy (NSW Gov. 2017).

V.

The proposal does not comply with the environment protection objective of the EPA Act.

vi.

The rationale for the issue of a CSC by the DoPE lacks credibility and is based in part on a
superficial understanding of the project's environmental context such as would be
revealed by a thorough on-site inspection on foot. [See Appendix} The Club's intentions for
a Plan of Management are irrelevant to the matter at hand.

Vll.

The proposal fails to satisfy Cause 33 of the Seniors^ SEPP

viii.

The proposal does not satisfy any of the objectives of the RE2 Zone in the Northern
Beaches LEP.

ix.

There is non-compliance with the provisions in the Northern Beaches Development Control
Plan relating to desired future character, building footprints, and excavation.

X.

Uncertainty remains regarding the ability of the proponent and the Bayview Golf Club to
guarantee that there will be no permanent adverse impacts on threatened habitat and
fauna corridors. The precautionary principle should prevail.

xi.

The proposed height increases will bring no environmental benefits. Footprint,
construction, excavation and landscape impacts will be unchanged. Building bulk and
overall architectural profile will remain visually unacceptable in this sensitive location. The
application for height increases should be rejected. Project viability is irrelevant and
should carry no weight as a merit issue.

xii.

The golf course PoM is desirable in its own right. It should proceed regardless ofthe
outcome of the subject DA and should not be seen as a reason for DA approval. Club
viability Is not a relevant planning issue.

xiii.

A Conservation Management Plan for the golf course is acceptable and is necessary in its
own right. However, the proponent's commitment to a CMP is vague and may never
happen. The inclusion of a CMP does not justify approval of the subject DA.

xiv.

The site of Building E is unsuitable for development because of its proximity to a potential
bushfire hazard to the west.

XV.

The extent of site disturbance and geo-tech risks (including possible disturbance to
groundwater supply) arising from excavation, construction, and loss of vegetation may be
of such a magnitude as to breach the relevant provisions of SEPP HSPD.

xvi.

The SEE does not discuss climate change or sea level rise and their implications for golf
course planning. This omission is unacceptable in the case plans for a low-lying flood-prone
site linked to a major waterway.

xvii.

Some of the proposed uses in the facilities building appear to be commercial in nature and
if so would not permissible within the RE2 zone.

xviii.

The DA documents fail to provide detail about the expected environmental impacts and
mitigation measures associated with tree removal, clearing, site preparation, excavation,
construction, building fit-out and course up-grade.

xix.

As a medium density deveiopment similar to Aveo Bayview Gardens, the project is
incompatible in land use terms with neighbouring low density residential development in
Bayview generally.

XX.

There is no built form compatibility or architectural similarity between the subject
proposal and nearby development.

xxi.

The plans make no provision for full-time on-site medical and nursing services and staff.

3.

THE WATERBROOK PROPOSAL : BACKGROUND : JUSTIFICATION

Council will be well aware of the details of the Waterbrook proposal, involving the construction
of 95 seniors' residential units and associated facilities on an elevated site within the western part
of the golf course. Although Waterbrook is the proponent, it is clear that the club sees itself as the
vendor o f t h e site to Waterbrook in the event thatthe project proceeds to a successful completion.
Sale of the site to Waterbrook will bring the Club much needed financial relief. As such, the club
stands to benefit financially from the development. Likewise, Waterbrook has a strong commercial
incentive to achieve the successful completion of this $100m project. By way of comment on this
aspect, it is Ms Murdock's submission that on the evidence publicly available the subject proposal
would never have been promoted by the club alone, acting (as a seniors' housing developer) in its
own right.
The material which follows constitutes a detailed response t o t h e DA as now lodged with Council.
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Greater Sydney Commission
- Draft Greater Sydney
Region Plan 2017

Under the general direction of A city in its landscape ,
Obiective 25 promotes the protection of coastal lands and
waterways through a number of strategies of relevance to
the subject proposal. Strategy 25.1 requires tfie protection of
environmentally sensitive coastal areas and waterways.
Comment: The subject site is within an environmentally
sensitive area adjoining a coastal waterway. Inserting a 95
unit medium density housing cluster will be inconsistent with
this strategy.
Strategy 25.4 requires the reinstatement of more natural
conditions in highly modified urban waterways.
Comment: The golf club site is part of a small riparian system
which has been heavily modified over time. The proposed
development will bring further large-scale modification at the
expense ofthe environment.
Obiective 27 requires the protection of biodiversity, and the
enhancement of urban bushland and remnant vegetation.
Urban bushland habitats are to be protected.
Comment^ The proposal will damage native habitats and
introduce an intensive urban land use into a recognised
wildlife corridor.
Obiective 28 requires the protection of scenic landscapes.
Comment: A tranquil and scenically beautiful landscape will
be destroyed forever as it is replaced by built form completely
alien in this green setting.
Obiective 30 requires the protection of the urban tree
canopy - in part by way of controls on privately owned land.
Comment: 159 trees wilt be removed^; this is not the way to
protect the urban tree canopy.
Summary: The subject proposal is non-compliant with key
objectives and strategies ofthe Plan.

Greater Sydney Commission
- Revised Draft North
District Plan 2017

Under the general directions of A city in its landscape, several
Planning Priorities are defined. The relevant metric is the
"proportional increase in the urban tree canopy". Within the
subject development site, this metric will not be achieved.
Planning Priorities N16/N17 aim to protect and enhance
bushland and biodiversity...involving investing in connected
bushland corridors and protecting larger pockets of remnant
vegetation...preserving scenic landscapes...enhancing
recreational value
Comment: The project will involve loss of native vegetation
and will damage habitat/biodiversity. It will disturb an
existing wildlife corridor, destroy fine existing green scenery
and will remove the existing opportunity for local residents to
enjoy passive recreation on a portion of the golf course lands.
Planning Priority N19 aims to increase urban tree cover
Comment: See previous item. NB: If the BGC is seen as
being part ofthe North District Green Grid (ref. Fig.24, North
District Plan), the insertion ofa 95-unit luxury housing
development will be inconsistent with grid objectives.
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Summary: The subject proposal is inconsistent with
Planning Priorities N16,17 and 19 in the Revised Draft
North District Plan
NSW Government; draft
Greener Places Policy 2017

In this paper (draft) the Minister for Planning states that
"green infrastructure is essential infrastructure, and should
be integrated into all community planning...(and) deliver
connected urban ecosystems..."
Comment: The insertion of a lha seniors' housing resort into
a site with recognised ecological attributes as a habitat
corridor is inconsistent with the Minister's policy statement.
Summary: The proposal does not comply.

EPA Act objectives

Section 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979 sets out the objects o f t h e Act as being to encourage
(inter alia) "the protection o f t h e environment, including the
protection and conservation of native animals and plants,
including threatened species and ecological communities,
and their habitats..."
Comment: The proponent states on p. 88 of the SEE that the
proposal "seeks to increase the area of native vegetation"
along with the "the intactness and connectivity "of habitats.
It is submitted that these increases are no more than vague
promises, to be implemented after some 2ha of
environmentally significant golf course land has been
destroyed and transformed into an urbanised precinct...a
concrete island in a sea of green.
Summary: The proposal does not comply with the above
object of the Act.

DoPE Certificate of Site
Compatibility

In March 2017 the DoPE Deputy Secretary (Planning Services)
wrote to the Northern Beaches Council confirming his issue
ofa Certificate of Site Compatibility in response to a revised
application by the proponent.^ The Dep. Sec. drew particular
attention to several matters of relevance. A reduction in
building height was seen as a design improvement.
..supported by a visual analysis confirming consistency "with
other seniors housing development in the local area".
Comment: It is strongly submitted that the key issue is not
solely one of height. That issue is the overall damage to the
environment arising from thel.Sha footprint of 7 large
buildings", massive excavation, and the conversion of some
2ha of landscape into an urban enclave. A cosmetic reduction
in height will do nothing to reduce those impacts. As for the
alleged consistency with similar developments nearby, it is
submitted that the point should carry no weight because

^SEE, s.3.3.2
^ Letter from Marcus Ray, DoPE, to Mark Ferguson, NBC, 29 March 2017
" SEE p.62 (CL.40 ref.)

none of the other nearby retirement developments are on a
golf course; none are in any way comparable to the subject
proposal in architectural terms; all have a frontage to a busy
road; all are within or part of or immediately adjoining a
residential zone; and all are prominent in the urban
landscape. As would have been evident from even the most
cursory field inspection of these developments, they are
different from the subject proposal in all major respects.
It is understood that the proposal will be part of the
proposed BGC Master Plan (Plan of Management) for the
long term improvement of the course.
Comment; It is submitted that a PoM for the course is a
worthwhile and necessary project in its own right, and should
proceed regardless ofthe Waterbrook proposal. The fact that
the club is moving to a PoM in concert with the proposed
development is not a reason for approval ofa CSC for
Waterbrook.
Summary: The rationale for the issue of a CSC by the DoPE
lacks credibility and is based in part on a superficial
understanding ofthe project's environmental context (such
as would be revealed by a thorough on-site inspection on
foot). The Club's intentions for a PoM are irrelevant to the
matter at hand.
SEPP 2004 (Seniors
Housing)

'SEEp.39

Clause 33 deals with neighbourhood amenity and
streetscape. The applicant contends that design has had
regard "to the desirable elements of the location's existing
character, being a landscaped recreational area".
Comment; The location's existing character is correctly
described as a landscaped recreational area. Careful
examination ofthe design drawings reveals (inter alia) that
within this landscaped area, seven large buildings will be
constructed. Blocks C and D will have a combined length of
approximately 90m and a width of approximately 30m.
Blocks A, B, E and F will be smaller: SOm approx. long and
about 30m wide. The facilities building will be some 70m long
and about 35 m wide at its widest. Beneath is a large
basement carpark on 3 levels^. The south elevation (minus
landscaping) shows a built form almost 200m long extending
down the stope from west to east. The site plan shows no
evidence to support the applicant's contention quoted above.
On the contrary, the plan points to the complete
transformation ofa green project site by large buildings,
extensive excavation, and an altered landscape. It defies logic
to suggest that this transformation will bring benefits to
"neighbourhood amenity."

Summary: The proposal fails absolutely to satisfy Clause 33
of the SEPP.
Northern Beaches LEP

The applicant claims that the proposal is consistent with the
objectives of the RE2 Private Recreation Zone,^ even though
the proposed use is not permissible in that zone.
The first and second objectives require that the land be
used for open space or recreational purposes, and that it
provides for compatible uses. The third objective seeks
enhancement of the environment for recreational
purposes. The fourth requires design to be appropriate to
recreational use and site features.
Comment: The first two objectives cannot be satisfied
because the proposal, by definition, is for a privately
funded and managed residential retirement 'village'. The
third cannot be satisfied because the natural
environment
will be destroyed and replaced by residential (not
recreational) uses. The fourth is partly satisfied by skilful
design but the project as a whole is inconsistent with the
overall intent of the zone.
Summary: The proposal does not satisfy any of the
objectives of the RE2 zone.

Northern Beaches DCP

For the purposes of DCP Cl A4.9 the subject site is located
within the Mona Vale character area in which medium
density residential development around commercial centres
is encouraged. However, it is submitted that it would be
incorrect to describe the subject site (i.e. the actual 2ha site
at the western end of the golf course) as being "around " (i.e.
close to ) the commercial centre of Mona Vale. It is about
2.5km by main road from the Waterbrook site to the Mona
Vale Library. It is also submitted that the existing residential
development near the subject site could best be described as
being far more consistent with the "desired future character"
ofthe Bayview-Church Point character area than it is with
the character of Mona Vale. It is anomalous that the actual
subject site has been included in the Mona Vale Character
Area. For this reason, any suggestion that the proposal is
consistent with the "desired future character" of Mona Vale
should not be supported.
DCP Clause C1.21 deals with design issues (bulk, height,
scale) in seniors' housing. Comments on these matters are
offered elsewhere in the present document. With regard to
building footprints, the SEE claims that they will "minimise
the overall impact on the golf course and surrounding
environment". It is strongly submitted that this is an absurd
proposition. At present there are no building footprints

'SEEp.52
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within the site, whilst the subject proposal will bring seven
such prints with a total area of l.Sha. The fact is that the
impact of the total footprint of 7 large building plus
associated paths, roadway, and other areas of hardstand will
be substantial and permanent. The overall impact cannot
possibly be "minimised" by this large development. The fact
that the footprints now proposed are "generally in
accordance with those previously considered and certified
within the CSC ^" is irrelevant and should carry no weight in
the current assessment.
As with building footprints, the SEE ^ claims that the built
forms will "minimise" visual impact and that scenery will be
protected. The claim should be rejected on the evidence in
the submitted elevations and landscape plan. DCP CI.D9.14
deals with construction matters. The SEE claims that cut and
fill will be "minimised", yet a rough calculation indicates that
an area of around 10,000 sq.m will be permanently
disturbed, with excavation to a depth of 6m below natural
ground in some places within the residential elements. In
addition, there will be about 1,000 m 3 of excavation down
to RL 4.00 for the stormwater detention tank^ beneath the
driveway, plus additional excavation for new roadworks both
inside and external to the site. With the exception of the
Cabbage Tree roadworks, all these works will take place on a
largely pristine and undisturbed site.
Summary: There is serious non-compiiance with regard to
DCP provisions relating to desired future character, building
footprints, landscaping and excavation.
Northern Beaches
(Pittwater) Council 1995(Burcher report^" on habitat
and wildlife corridors)

This scientific study showed that the subject site is within a
"high priority (HP) area essential to fauna movement" and
that it adjoins two major habitat areas. The report
recommended "thickening of fairway vegetation"; and that
there should "be no increase in existing development in HP
areas". Steps must be taken within the planning process to
arrest habitat loss. The Burcher findings are cited in the DA
documents . They provide an early scientific rationale for a
habitat conservation strategy within the subject site.
Recommendations in the SEE ^^cover this matter but go to
future remedial works whose implementation may require
future consent and cannot be guaranteed. NB It is noted
that the applicant ticked the NO boxes to Question 2.2
relatingto Critical Habitat in the DA form, indicating that in
the applicant's opinion the site does not contain land that is

' SEE. P.57
*SEE, p.58
^ Drawing DA STW-005 and SEE p.43
^° Burcher, P, 1995, Habitat and Wildlife Corridors - a conservation strategy
" SEE ppg3/94

critical habitat, and that the proposed works will not
adversely impact threatened species or habitats. That
opinion requires scientific proof.
Summary: Uncertainty remains regarding the ability of the
proponent and the BGC to guarantee that there will be no
permanent adverse impacts on threatened habitat and
fauna corridors. The precautionary principle should prevail.
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Proponent: DA Cl.4.6
Variation Request

The proponent has submitted a 25p. application under Cl 4.6
of the Pittwater LEP 2014 seeking to justify building heights
which contravene the LEP standard of 8.5m. Figure 2 of the
application" reveals that all the residential blocks will exceed
the limit to a greater or lesser extent. The application cites
relevant court decisions and provides detailed evidence in
support of its request whilst admitting that "it is
questionable " under planning law as to whether an
application is really necessary . Approval o f t h e application
will result in building heights for Blocks A-F ranging from
9.8m to 15.83 respectively. Blocks A, B and C will rise to 3
storeys; Blocks D, E and F will rise to 4. Design based on
compliance with the LEP height limit would greatly reduce
the unit yield - perhaps by as many as 30 - and obviously
have a negative impact on project viability. It is strongly
submitted that such a possibility should not be a
consideration in the assessment process. " The height
increase being sought will benefit the developer but brings
no environmental benefits (despite arguments to the
contrary). The proposition which underpins the application is
that the proposed height increases will not lead to
unacceptable increases in environmental impacts. In effect
the application is claiming that overall, the increases will be
inconsequential (even beneficial) in environmental terms
and that therefore they are justified. The application also
claims that the aims of the LEP and the Seniors SEPP will be
somehow be "better achieved" i f t h e height increase is
allowed." It is submitted that this immoderate if astonishing
claim must carry no weight in the assessment process.
On p. 3 o f t h e application, the case for a merit-based
approach is made. It is the strong submission of this present
document that an objective merit-based assessment would
see the height debate closed with a single self-evident
proposition : on an environmentally valued site in a green
recreational setting, no buildings (of whatever height) should
be permitted. Height is certainly a key issue, along with
building footprints, excavation, site disturbance, and tree
loss. The Cl. 4.6 application side-steps those key issues. Even

Ethos Urban, Cl.4.6 Variation Request, p.6
" Ethos Urban, Cl.4.6 application p.24, mid-page
" Ethos Urban, 2017, Cl.4.6 Variation Request, p.24

if there were to be a legal obligation for such an application,
it must be seen as being solely concerned with cosmetic and
viability aspects o f t h e proposal. It is here submitted that
neither of these issues are of pressing relevance to the
matter at hand.
Summary: The proposed height increases wilt bring no
environmental benefits. Footprint, construction,
excavation and landscape impacts will be largely
unchanged. Building bulk and overall architectural profile
will remain visually unacceptable in this sensitive location.
The application for height increases should be rejected.
Project viability is irrelevant and should carry no weight as a
merit issue.
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BGC Plan of Management

The Club has released a PoM ^^as part o f t h e DA
documentation. It deals with the construction,
establishment and management following the up-grade and
re-configuration of the course associated with the proposed
seniors' housing project. Ownership of the seniors' housing
site will be transferred to Waterbrook on completion ofthe
seniors'project. The PoM is a draft and program details are
vague. Overall it is a useful document. However, funding of
the plan and its implementation are uncertain.
Summary : The golf course PoM is desirable in its own
right. It should proceed regardless of the outcome of the
subject DA and should not be seen as a reason for DA
approval. As with the Cl. 4.6 application, it is submitted that
club viability Is not a relevant planning issue.

4.

THE PUBLIC INTEREST

Under planning law, the Council and any later determining authority must discharge its obligation
to take into account "the public interest" (ref. Environmental Planning and Assessment Act Cl.
79.C). In the subject case, the public interest will embrace the following:•

Whether or not the project will serve the interests of the general public, both
locally and within the wider local government area;

•

Whether or not the rescue of a club in a "fragile financial position"^^ by way of a
developer- supported financial strategy is in the public interest;

•

The creation of seniors housing on RE2 zoned land is not core business for the
BGC. How can this club project be seen to be "in the public interest"?

•

There are risks of adverse short-term and long term environmental impacts. The
public interest would see the adoption o f t h e precautionary principle as project
assessment continues.

Ethos Urban, 2017, Bayview Golf Course Plan of Management
SEE p.l
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•

In the public interest, proof of the project's compatibility with the recent draft
plans and policies ofthe Greater Sydney Commission should be demonstrated.

It is submitted that on the above measures the project fails the public interest test.
5.

OFFICIAL CONTROLS

The subject proposal is Integrated Development under the EPA A c t , requiring approval from the
Rural Fire Service and the Department of Primary Industries (Water). In addition, the approval
authority will assess the proposal against the requirements of numerous other agencies and
interested parties. The Table which follows presents comments on those requirements arising from
a detailed perusal o f t h e relevant planning instruments, policies and official statements. The purpose
of the Table is to provide support for the submission by way of an indication of the compatibility (or
otherwise) o f t h e project when measured against official standards and requirements.
6.

SPECIFIC CONCERNS
i.

Flora - fauna impacts

DA documents make many claims that the project when complete will bring benefits to the
environment. LEP objectives for biodiversity will be achieved through a Conservation Management
Plan. Recommendations include the following:-"
On the higher land:
Wet sclerophyl forest regeneration
Enhancement of between-fairway vegetation
Removal of road surface and re-construction of landform to enhance habitat
values of disturbed areas
Bush regeneration of steep western slopes
Within the project site, design to improve habitat for aquatic fauna.
On the lower land:
•
•

Bush regeneration - increase adjoining Cabbage Tree Road.
Re-establish drainage lines to "mimic" natural creeks
Conservation of local native vegetation

•

Conservation of wetland to the south of the club land.

It is submitted that whilst all these recommendations will bring benefits to flora and fauna habitats,
there is no guarantee that they will be implemented. They are NOT commitments. Some will take
years to execute: others cannot be implemented even in the short term. .Benefits flowing from
these recommendations cannot be guaranteed or quantified. Some will be long - t e r m . Some relate
to land outside the project site and may therefore be outside the control of the developer. It is
noted that according to the Council, "there is no assurance that the recommended restoration and
enhancement works will ever be undertaken."^^
Summary:

The numerous recommendations for a professionally produced Conservation

Management Plan are acceptable in themselves. However, an objective approach to the
" SEE pp.93-4
12 Pittwater Council, 3 May 2016, letter to DoPE, Syd. Reg. East
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conservation needs ofthe golf course may lead to the conclusion that a CMP is necessary in its
own right. The commitment to a CMP is vague: it may never happen. That likelihood must be
taken into account in the assessment of the subject proposal. As with the POM, it is submitted
that the recommendations on offer as part of a CMP do not justify approval of the subject DA.
ii.

Bushfire risks

A bushfire hazard assessment report concludes that Block E is within SOm o f t h e western fire
hazard and an Asset Protection Zone of 100m on the northwest is proposed. Reference to the Site
Analysis Plan DAI.02.03 shows that this APZ will incorporate part of the nearby forest within the
100m radius from Building E. If this means removal of valued forest vegetation f o r t h e purposes of
the APZ, such action is strongly opposed.
Summary: It is submitted that the site allocated to Building E is unsuitable because of fire risk,
topopgraphy and nearby forest cover.
iii.

Geotechnical

The report by Martens Consulting Engineers^" provides information on issues of concern. For the
purposes of this submission, comments follow.
Site area:
See page 6: the area is cited as being 6.35ha, compared to 9.85ha (SEE, p.18). If
there is an error here it should be corrected.
Bulk excavation:

On page 6, reference is made to bulk excavation for basement car parking to

"approximately 12.6m below ground level (RL 6.2)", and for the new entry/exit road. This
information confirms the claims made elsewhere in this submission that there will very extensive
excavation works across much o f t h e site as part o f t h e site preparation program. [Note: Drawing
DA STW -103 shows the access road extending some 150-200m from the proposed Cabbage Tree
Road roundabout. Excavation for the 20m road, roundabout and the stormwater detention tank
over which it passes will be added to the basement excavation referred to above. Within the" fill
embankment" area the quantum of bulk excavation may be augmented further through the
recommendation that all footings be founded on solid bedrock]^\
Groundwater At page 10 the report states deep excavations "will intercept the permanent
groundwater table." Because the tests were taken during a dry period, recorded groundwater levels
"are considered not to be representative of the average or peak levels." Further monitonng will be
undertaken. There is no reference to groundwater impacts at s.4.2 (SEE, p.104). It is submitted that
possible disturbance to the water table arising from deep excavation should be seen as a matter of
concern for golf course management.
Geo-tech risks

The Martens report acknowledges that some areas within the site are

included in the Northern Beaches Council landslip risk map^^. The report also notes that locally there
is a history of "large-scale landslides" which may have impacted the site, It is understood that the
Council is of the view that both the wider golf course site and the subject site are vulnerable to
geotechnical hazard. It is submitted in regard to this issue that the precautionary principle should
prevail in the assessment process.

1^ Building Code and Bushfire Hazard Solutions P/L, 2017
^° Martens, 2017, Geotechnical and Acid Sulphate Soils Assessment
^1 Martens, p.16
^2 See NBC Geotechnical Hazard Map. PLEP 2014.
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Vegetation

The Martens report recommends at p. 16 that "slope vegetation should be retained,

where^possible". This recommendation is strongly supported.
Summarv:
It is submitted that the extent of site disturbance (including possible disturbance
to groundwater supply) arising from excavation, construction, and loss of vegetation may be of
such a magnitude as to breach the relevant provisions of SEPP HSPD.
iv.

Climate change - sea level rise - fiooding

As far as can be ascertained the matter of climate change and its implications for flood management
and project design are not discussed in the documentation. There is no reference to current NSW
Government policy on climate change or sea level rise^^. With regard to flood mitigation works as
described in the SEE (p.95-96) and in s.3.4. it appears that those works are covered by the master
plan for the entire golf course site and are "part of the greater up-grade works proposed" by the
subject DA. As has been submitted elsewhere, these course upgrade works (being congruent with
the Club's master plan) are supported and should proceed whether or not the seniors' housing
project goes ahead.
V.

Commercial uses in RE2 zone

The Central Facilities Building will accommodate a number of commercial and quasi commercial uses
as outlined in the SEE at p. 42. These uses indude a cafe, winery, restaurant and bar, hair salon,
beauty services and cinema. To the extent that these services will be provided as commercial
enterprises in their own right they are not permissible within the RE2 zone.
vi.

Excavation - construction impacts

Throughout this submission there have been numerous expressions of serious concern relating to
excavation and site works generally. Discussion of construction impacts for the seniors' housing in
the SEE IS superficial, notwithstanding that a major 5-stage operation extending over months if not
years will see this 2ha site transformed from a green and tranquil semi-rural landscape (without a
single built structure) into a strongly urban enclave. In addition, there will be the 6 stages of the golf
course upgrade and fairway re-configuration.^'' The SEE states on p.39 that site works will be "limited
to tree removal and earthworks". Basement excavation will be "minimised". These are deceptive
under-statements. The fact is that during the months of site preparation and construction there will
be constant and noisy activity involving excavators, bulldozers, shoring, removal of 150-odd trees,
construction of the access road and stormwater tank, spoil removal by trucks, and so on. The
impacts of these activities on local residents and on Cabbage Tree Road traffic are listed as "items of
concern" at page 5 o f t h e Construction Management Plan but are not discussed, and no mitigation
actions are offered. There are no timing or program details in the CMP.
Truck movements are referred to in the Traffic Impact Assessment by TTPA Consultants. That report
estimates

that stage 1 ofthe seniors' housing project (set up and earthworks) will last 3 weeks

and will generate 10-20 truck +dog movements per day. Stage 2 (construction) will last 50 weeks and
will generate at least 4 movements per day; and stage 3 (fit-out) will last 27 weeks and will generate
3-4 movements per day. According to this report, "there will not be any unsatisfactory
environmental related implications " (p.12). There is no discussion of impacts on local residents; and
there does not appear to be any reference to the traffic implications of the wider golf course uphttp:/climatechange.environment.nsw.gov.au/lmpacts-of-climate-change/Sea-level-and-coasts
EQ Constructions, 2017, p.4
" TTPA, 2017, Traffic Impact Assessment, p.11
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grade program. [Note: It is Ms Murdocks' understanding that there are 2 officially recorded black
spots o,n Cabbage Tree Road, neither of which are mentioned in the traffic report].
Summary:
The DA documents are deficient in their failure to provide detail about the
expected environmental impacts and mitigation measures associated with site preparation,
excavation, construction and fit-out for the seniors' housing and for the wider course up-grade.
vii.

Compatibility with surrounding uses

When complete, the seniors' housing complex will read as an exclusive urban 'island' within the
green golf course landscape. Beyond the course boundary to the north and south lies longestablished single family detached housing developed in response to the LEP. It is submitted that in
purely land use and density terms the proposed works are fundamentally different from the
neighbouring residential developments. A site of similar area in a R2 Low Density Residential zone
would accommodate perhaps 20-25 2-storey dwellings on generous lots, instead of 95 3/4 storey
units over basement parking for 186 cars. It is submitted that claims in the SEE that the proposal is
compatible in land use terms with neighbouring development must be rejected. The argument that
there is land use compatibility with Aveo Bayview Gardens may be true; but that development is
not representative o f t h e extensive low density detached housing development which is the
dominant form elsewhere within the LEP R2 zones nearby in Bayview and Mona Vale.
Summary:
With the exception of Aveo Bayview Gardens, there is no substance to the claim of
land use compatibility with neighbouring development in Bayview generally.
vili.

Built form - overall visual impact

See Marchese Partners architectural plans, elevations and sections and SEE pp.74-76. It is claimed
that "the design, siting, scale and materiality result is an overall development " which will be in
harmony with its environment...because it emphasises the desired character elements of Bayview .
Comment: The desired future character of Bayview is low density detached dwellings on large lots, [n
every respect the subject proposal fails to comply. A fine landscape will be destroyed. Long (SOm +j
high (3-4 storeys) apartment buildings with flat roofs will not reflect local character. Site coverage is
somehow going to be "minimised" by inserting 7 buildings with a combined footprint in excess of
9,000 sq m in an area currently completely free ofany buildings. Despite suggestions to the contrary,
field inspection reveals that there is little ifany architectural similarity between the subject proposal
and the larger Aveo Minkara and Aveo Bayview Gardens estates.
Summary:
The arguments presented in the SEE to demonstrate project compatibility with
nearby development in regard to built form (i.e. architectural character) should carry no weight in
the light of field evidence to the contrary.
ix.

Long term: uncertainty regarding the proposed golf course restoration and

enhancement works and their relationship to the seniors' housing project.
According to the BGC Plan of Management the club is "not in a financially resilient condition".
Such being the case, doubts arise as to whether or not the POM and the much-needed works which
it is proposing (as part of the DA for the Seniors' Housing) will ever be implemented. Supplementary

Ethos Urban, 2017, BGC Plan of Management p 3.
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permits may be necessary. It is submitted that Council comments on this p o i n t " are relevant and
should'carry special weight in the assessment process.
X.

Absence of full-time support facilities - medical /etc

SEE p.35-36 refers to the applicant's request for consent to the construction of the project. On
completion, it wili be operated as a retirement village offering meals, nursing services, personal care
and cleaning services. More information as to the non-residential elements is provided on p. 42 in
the section on the central facilities building. "The facilities building will also ensure nursing services
are able to be provided to each ofthe residents". Perusal of Marchese plans DA2.27, 2.28 and 2.29
reveals that there is not a single space within the facilities building which is designated for nursing,
rehab, diagnostic, emergency or general medical treatment. It can be concluded that the provision
of "nursing services" will involve the retention of off-site contractors, ambulance and visiting
medical practitioners. It is submitted that for a 95-unit retirement village housing up to 180-odd
elderly retirees, the proposed nursing services will be inadequate.
Summary:
The plans are deficient in that they make no provision for full-time on-site medical
and nursing services and staff.

xi.

Retirement housing in Warringah - Pittwater

The applicant has lodged a report on market aspects which provides information in support ofthe
p r o p o s a l . T h e report is strongly supportive of the Waterbrook proposal and argues that the
project will satisfy a critical viability threshold of about 100 units. It cites research on 8 projects
within a 10-km catchment whilst there is evidence that within 10 km of Mona vale there are some
17 retirement villages. Overall the report document reads as a subjective marketing and promotional
document rather than an objective and thoroughly referenced piece of unbiased research. It is
submitted that it should carry little weight in the assessment process.
xii.

Overshadowing

Reference to the SE at Fig. 40 (p.77) shows the central gardens and communal areas almost
completely overshadowed on early winter mornings. This is hardly a desirable condition for a
seniors' housing project in which good design should offer maximum exposure to sunshine on cold
winter mornings.
Summary:

7.

There is poor solar access to central communal space on winter mornings.

CONCLUSION

In the light o f t h e findings and observations presented herein it is strongly submitted that the
proposed development should be refused unconditionally .

" Pittwater Council to DoPE, May 2016
Brand Partners, 2017, Report on High Level Market Analysis
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Appendix: Comments on the certified opinion of the Deputy Secretarv.
Planning Services. Department of Planning and Environment, as signatory of
the Certificate of Site Compatibilitv dated 27 IVlay 2017
a.

The Deputy Secretary has certified that in his opinion, the site described in Schedule 1 to the
Certificate "is suitable for more intensive development". It is submitted that suitability does not
mandate automatic approval; and that if an objective merit assessment of suitability for the proposed
purpose (i.e. seniors' housing) was undertaken the results would be largely negative.
e

Availability of utility services on site :

•

Proximity to shops, urban services: NO

•

Easy level terrain :

•

Availability of attractive views: YES

NO

•

Zero impact on natural environment:

•

Easy access and proximity to good public transport: NO

•

Appropriate LEP zoning:

o

Neighbourly relationship with nearby low density residential development: NO

o

Suitability for intensive multi-storey development with minimal disturbance to site: NO

Conclusion:
b.

NO

NO

NO

The site is not suitable for seniors' housing.

It is submitted that "compatibility" is not the same as "suitability". Arguments supporting
compatibility as presented in the SEE (pages 5-7) are not borne out by the facts as presented
elsewhere in this document. This submission is strongly supportive of the NB Council's position on
this point, namely that "with particular reference to impacts of bulk, scale, built form and character
on existing uses, approved uses and future uses of land in the vicinity of the development, it is not
agreed that the proposed development is compatible with the one and t w o storey character of
development in the vicinity".

c.

According to the BGC history {Bayview - Links with a past, p.l38) the development of the course has
been constrained from its very beginnings "by its tidal swamp origin and the fact that a very large
catchment area drains onto it whenever heavy rain occurs". It is submitted that in all probability the
Bayview Golf Course owes its existence to the fact that originally the area was deemed unsuitable for
housing because it was low-lying and flood-prone.

d.

It is submitted that in environmental planning terms, neither the desirability of providing financial
assistance to the Club nor the expectations of corporate gain for Waterbrook are acceptable criteria
for determining the suitability of the site for the proposed development. These two factors should be
set aside in this context.

e.

The Secretary's opinion that the proposed development "is compatible with the surrounding
environment and surrounding land uses (having regard to the criteria specified in Clause 25 (5)(b) of
SEPP (Housing for Seniors)2004" is not supported by the facts including the evidence which would be
gained from a responsible field inspection.

END

10 February 2018

James Colman

"SEE p.5. Table 1, LH column
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